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Donors
Superpresent would like to thank the following people who have generously contributed to the journal:

At the meetings we had to decide the theme for our current issue, we went through many
options from the sublime to the silly. We finally settled on “Signs and Symbols” and sent
out the notice to the world for submissions. We thank all who submitted their work for
consideration. The works selected seem both grounded and abstract. Some of the works
are mysterious and some surprisingly direct. We hope you enjoy the mix and individual

Bill Burns
Jane Creighton
Nancy Giles

works in this context.
-The Editors

Amanda Goldstein
Phyllis Green
Janice Holm
Annebelle Malloy
Andrew Oram
Jane Schmitt
Jaspal Singh
Gary Thomas
Benjamin Westlie
Paul Ziegler
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Signpost
OPPOSITE
Beware of hyaena
Vincenzo Cohen
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Standing in Gallery 8

Cy Twombly in the Thicket of Light

–after Twombly’s Say Goodbye, Catullus, to the Shores of Asia Minor
Menil Collection

–after Analysis of the Rose as Sentimental Despair
Menil Collection
All it takes is one solid word

When Orpheus turned to look at her

for all to turn on a dime. Russet, for instance,

it was the end of something and the beginning

for bracing romance, as in russet hair

of something else, a budding protest

against pale skin lit by heavenly light

turned mortal longing turned a failing so earnest so

whose provenance, in the painting that rises
from this word, is unknown. Or russet potatoes

back to back to back that it blossomed all

in a bouncing boil, almost ready

inside itself, suffocated, and collapsed.

for black pepper, butter, and cheese. Which
hearty desire? And at what moment

A fragrant boil in the great white air.

does it carry the day in and day out

A memory, a fragment of a human

of our most perfect understanding?

being. Oh, we push and push
against everything we have to lose

All it takes is one liquid utterance
unending, untenable. Rose, for instance,

and still, we love. Birdlike. Swift.

spiking the mobile heart, as in red light

We dive the pitiless horizon

parsing the aqueous white of desire
in the painting that rises from this word.

surprised, always, by the bright

His flames are like water it manages to say,

return of progress toward our ends

which is to say, no beginning,

and the tidy respite of tasks, our stories

no satiate end to the life-giving sorrow

like beds, made. Unmade. As when

of a heart that hungers and thirsts and
lifts itself against the fatal outlines

Orpheus turned, the keening puzzle,

of its most perfect understanding.

the paling air, and water swept
the desolate earth.
-Jane Creighton
-Jane Creighton
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Burlington Passenger Depot, Abilene, Texas
Hal Shipman
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Under a Transit Port in Smithtown New York
The trouble with Elizabeth...is her hearing. We bought a brownstone in Port James…
I was off to Detroit on a fund raiser.
and we agreed on a modest painting of the stone. For energy efficiency. I said yes, it’s good to go green.
We were hoping to revive the wax paper industry.
So she painted it green!
We held a crowd funded event.
It stood out like a broken tooth.
Green. How strange. That’s my name,
The red had been just fine. And she bought all wicker furniture for the parlor.
Green Wax. That was to be our company. We’d turn wrapping paper natural.
Then she tossed out all my paperbacks!
For food protection. “Wax us green again” was our motto.
I’d agreed that books were going digital.
The 7:12 is late this morning.
It’s 7:13...was that her birthday?
It wouldn’t matter so much….
It was. I believe it was.
I mean it’s just a single minute. How many do we have?
Or was it in June?
I’d fought about it with my therapist.
She was always taking retreats in June.
He was so bad with numbers.
She got so involved with green.

							

-T Palmer

OPPOSITE
The Treasure
Carol Rahal
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Марта и Голубой Тигр. Знакомство
А Марта, такая, “ой-ой” и сбежала.
- Я вот не могу понять - говорила она немного задыхаясь на бегу, рядом валяжно
прохаживающемуся, голубому тигру - мир вверх ногами или я стою на голове?

Тигр взглянул на нее искоса, не поворачивая толком морды, хмыкнул и дальше довольно уставился в
горизонт, мягкой кошачьей рысцой продолжил вилять задницей.
- Нет, но Вы поймите - она настойчиво продолжала, на ходу перепрыгивая очередное поваленное
дерево - я не знаю, что мне выбрать, мне не понимать мир или признать, что мир не понимает меня?!
Это очень важно, от этого все зависит. Мне придется либо постичь искусство тщеславия и обвинять
весь мир, либо выучиться депрессии и развиваться в самобичевании. Понимаете?

- Я к тому, что Вас Марта, я бы назвал человеком, если бы не Ваше крыло вместо левой руки. Стало
быть, большая часть Вашего сердца, та до которой не достают иглы перьев, человеческая. Стало
быть, вы более чем заражены вирусом человеческого наркетства.
Марта сняла очки и внимательно уставилась на голубого тигра.
- Вы что несете, дорогой друг - с вызовом ответила она - пытаетесь внушить мне, что я больна
чувствами? Человеческими чувствами??
- Хотел, но не ожидал такого надменного протеста с Вашей стороны - тигр немного обиделся на тон
Марты, развалился на боку и уставился в небо
- Разве Вам не известно - внушительно продолжила Марта, медленно, на коленках подползая ближе
к голубому тигру - что бы уметь чувствовать, действительно чувствовать, нужно отдать другому
человеку исключительно все сердце. Целое

- Почему Вы бежите, Дорогуша? - не поворачивая морды, только недовольно вильнув хвостом,
спросил голубой тигр

Тигр повернул морду и уткнулся носом Марте в лицо, он со страхом посмотрел в ее испуганные
глаза и обнял ее, своими огромными пушистыми лапами.

- Я сбегаю

- Марта, дорогая, да вы же ранены

- Но за Вами никто не гонится

- Я знаю - ответила Марта, закрыв глаза и пытаясь отогреться в кошачьих лапах

- И правда, что это я - Марта резко остановилась на месте
Тигр тоже остановился. Тигр тоже остановился. Уселся обперевшись на дерево, длинным полосатым
хвостом подбил полу своего бежевого плаща и ловко схватил косяк вылетевший из кармана.
Прикурил. Втянув дым сам, предложил Марте. Марта, натянув темные очки, расправила полы
платья, уселась напротив

- Может Вы поплачете? Я слышал это отличная иллюзия панацеи.

- Я право не понимаю - продолжил Голубой Тигр, выпуская дым - Вы что ли от выбора бежите?
- Нет-нет, что Вы, я от жениха бегу. Со свадьбы я
- С собственной, я так понимаю, судя по черной вуали
- Ну да
- Да Вы эгоистка, моя девочка
- Что Вы! В этом случае я исключительно наоборот, приношу жертву во благо общества!
- Что ж - тигр поджег травку еще раз - это совсем другое дело, тогда можем продолжить - он снова
передал банку Марте
- Спасибо - вежливо ответила Марта и приложилась губами к отверстию
- Я наслышан - продолжил тигр закинув ногу на ногу - что, люди, нуждаются в постоянной связи
друг с другом, и более того, связь эта исключительно энергетическая, это правда?
- Верно. Есть несколько интерпретаций, многие говорят еще о химии, инстинктах и физиологии, но
в целом Вы правы
- Так же я слышал, что что Вы постоянно жаждите новой енергии, что Вы зависимы от самого
процесса поиска и предвкушения
- И это верно. Люди наркоманы собственных иллюзий и пороков. А Вы к чему собственно?
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Marta and The Blue Tiger
Oh,yeh… that’s Marta’s way: “oh oh” – and she’s beetled off.
That’s what I can’t get my head around – she was telling a bit out of breath to the Blue Tiger, who was walking
grandly next to her, - has the world turned upside down, or is it me standing on my head?
The Blue Tiger squinted at her, without really turning his muzzle, grunted, stared blithely at the horizon, and
continued wagging his behind in a soft cat trot.
No, please understand – she persisted, jumping over yet another fallen tree, - I don’t know what to choose:
should I live without understanding the world or should I accept that the world doesn’t understand me?! This is
vital! Everything depends on it! Either I will have to learn the art of vanity and blame the whole world or learn
to exist in depression and progress in self-flagellation. Can’t you get it?
- Why are you running, my dear? - asked the Blue Tiger without turning his muzzle and just jiggling his tail in
displeasure.
- I’m running away

- That’s gibberish, my dear friend, - she answered defiantly - Are you trying to convince me that I’m infected
with feelings? Human feelings???
- I wanted to, but I didn’t expect such an arrogant protest on your part, - the Tiger took offense at Marta’s tone,
sprawled and stared at the sky.
- Don’t you know, - Marta continued authoritatively, crawling slowly on her knees, closer to the Blue Tiger, - In
order to be able to feel, and I mean really feel, you have to give the other person your entire heart? Wholly.
The Tiger turned his muzzle and brushed his nose in Marta’s face. He looked fearfully into her frightened eyes
and hugged her with his huge fluffy paws.
- Marta, my darling, but you are wounded.
- I know, - said Marta, - closing her eyes and trying to dive deeper into the wild cat’s embrace.
- Maybe you should cry? I’ve heard this is a great illusion of panacea.
-Alla Kudziieva

- Yet no one is chasing you
- True… Obviously… - Marta stopped abruptly.
The Blue Tiger also stopped. He sat down leaning against the tree. With his long striped tail, he flapped on
the fold of his beige trench coat, and with one deft movement of his paw, caught the joint that flew out of his
pocket. He lit it and took a long lazy toke and offered the joint to Marta. Marta pulled on her shades, fixed her
dress, and sat across.
- I really don’t understand, - continued the Blue Tiger, blowing the smoke out, - You are running away from a
choice, aren’t you?
- No, no! Of course, not. I’m running from the groom. I’m straight from the wedding.
- Judging by the black veil, from your own wedding, as far as I understand,
- Well, yes
- Then, you are selfish, my dear
- I beg your pardon? You are wrong here. In this case, I’m, quite on the contrary, making sacrifices for the good
of society.
- Well, - Blue Tiger relit the pot, - this is a completely different matter. Let’s go on, then, - he handed the joint
to Martha.
- Thank you, - Marta responded politely and pressed her lips to the joint.
- I’ve heard, and please correct me if I’m wrong, - said the Tiger crossing his legs, - That people need ongoing
communication with each other, and moreover, this connection is exclusively energetic. Is it true?
- Right. There are several interpretations, though; some folks still talk about chemistry, instincts, or smell, but in
general, you are absolutely right.
- I’ve also heard that people are constantly craving for new energy, that you are addicted to the very process of
searching and anticipation.
- This is also true. People are narcomaniacs of their own illusions and vices. But what are you getting at?
- I mean that I would call you, Marta, a human if it were not for your wing instead of your left arm. Therefore,
most of your heart, where the quills of feathers do not reach, is human. So, you are more than infected with
the humanity virus??
Marta took off her glasses and stared at the Blue Tiger.
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Marta and The Blue Tiger
Lubov Stegnienko
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Patchy Ways
In this ever stilled
this leaf-lift curve of light
In this hallowed rise of sound
with secrets shared -This all gathered found
and still

In this wider than can be
this whispered to every all
Here comes!

In this ever stilled
and stepping love
The kind that’s to and from
like doors of home

And where such balm belongs

In this loop or twine
or overhead as by this once -This patchy way
of day and leaf
the song

PREVIOUS PAGES
Shape and Forms 2 and 3

-Hiram Larew

Shape and Forms 1
Sadashiv Adithyaa
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Absolution
Only a whim brought her in here, Rita Forenzi thought, closing the drapery, kneeling and crossing herself.
“Bless me Father for I have sinned.” Just coming into the church was whim-inspired. Two glasses of
chardonnay at dinner with baked steelhead trout had something to do with it too. So did sitting in a pew by a
confessional with its little white bulb aglow, meaning that a priest was inside, waiting for a customer. Hell, it was
midnight mass so why not? This was the season to remember, to be jolly and think over....
A male voice intruded. “How long has it been since your last confession?”
Rita said, “Many years. I’m really unsure.”
“Approximately, please, to the best of your ability.”
Wasn’t it before law school? Yes, during her 2nd year at St. Mary’s College. That’s when she’d gone on
the pill and stopped attending church. The next year she’d transferred to the public university.
She said, “Two to three decades ago. I can’t be any more specific.”
“All right. Go on, my child.”
Her mind went back to then, the excitement she’d felt being hundreds of miles away from home and
her parents for the first time, experimenting, you might say, just then learning what she believed in and didn’t
believe in, judging and choosing. She’d been a kid, really, questioning and testing many of the things she’d
grown up assuming.
Through the darkness came the voice again, “Well, my child, are you going to tell me? What are they?”
“Pardon me,” Rita said automatically.
“I asked what you wanted to be absolved of. What do you want to confess?”
The disembodied voice sounded stressed. Was he impatient? A hint of tobacco stench reached her. It
was coming through a screen or mesh of some kind that allowed them to speak softly together—she couldn’t
tell in the darkness what the mesh was made of. As she stared at it, though, an outline of the priest’s head on
the other side emerged. He was staring at the back wall of his little room while she was facing him, speaking
into his right ear. The black drape that covered the top of his half-door was not entirely shut, permitting some
light to enter behind him. He was seated on a stool or chair so that she, kneeling, had to look up at his profile.
She didn’t like that. Maintaining a higher position in a discussion was advantageous, but of course no
one could kneel for an hour without incurring discomfort. Instead of getting defensive, she said, “I guess now
is the time to list my sins.”
“Has it been so long ago that you’ve forgotten the sacrament’s order of events?”
“Not at all.” He didn’t need to hear that she’d been distracted.
He shifted to face her, and his words carried a stronger scent of smoker’s breath with them. “Perhaps
you’ve forgotten the five steps of confession. Want me to review them?”
“No thank you. Here are my sins.”
She’d not planned what to confess, but when she began speaking, her sins just tumbled out because,
she realized, they were things that had bothered her for years. How she’d hurt other people by action or speech.
How she’d hurt people by not doing things, how she’d not become involved in important struggles as she
wished she had done. How, particularly at this time of the year, she wished she’d been able to return the love
that Tony Harrison (she didn’t mention him by name) had pledged to her. She’d backed off from marrying
him although he’d been a good person. She had loved him but never told him. Her independence had been
too important. She just couldn’t invite him into her life more intimately. Now, two weeks since his burial, he
was gone so she couldn’t do it. She also mentioned her parents whom she should have helped more than she’d
done. Thinking of all this was sad enough for tears to flow.
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She dug a tissue from her coat pocket and wiped her eyes. “I’ve been selfish. That’s what it all comes
down to. I’ve been selfish.”
“Aren’t you forgetting something?”
“No. That’s my confession.”
“You’re forgetting the big sins.”
“Really.” She straightened up and stared at the profile on the other side of the mesh.
It said, “You haven’t made your annual Easter duty for decades. Each of those every year is a mortal
sin.”
“You think those are my big sins?” A slap in the face couldn’t have shocked Rita anymore. What a
colossal lack of compassion and social understanding. This man was a moron.
She heard footsteps on tile outside the confessional, coughs, whispered conversations, believers
making a racket brushing against one another, gathering together to make themselves feel better. Risking the
virus to fit in with the divine plan if only for the evening. How naive to have thought that this might work for
her as well.
Her parents had tithed every year of their marriage to the church. Her father had been a union
carpenter, her mother, a housewife, and they’d left half their meager estate to the church. Meanwhile the
church leaders, the men running this very diocese, had paid 100-some million to settle their sex abuse lawsuits,
and they were still paying. Rita had seen the figures. Mom had hoped Rita would become a nun, for God’s sake.
To become a priest was of course impossible for a woman.
The priest said, “Did you hear me, my child.”
Rita took her iPhone from her coat pocket, turned on its flashlight, and aimed it through the mesh.
The man on the other side wore glasses but his age and even his race were indeterminable. He said, “Oh!” and
turned away from the brightness.
Rita said, “Don’t call me child, you smug bastard.”
-Bill Vernon
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You Can’t

Beach Diety #2
Maroula Blades
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-Richard Kostelantz
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How Are Your Eggs
It is a recession. I call it, “The Great Recession”. With all the loss I’ve had in the past year, I cling
to my humor like a pacifier blanket. I’m living with my mom again. I am just 26 years old. I’ve taken a job
at the Village Inn. The one by the Children’s Hospital. It used to be a Shoney’s. It humiliates me deeply. My
orientation is on Halloween, 2008. I’m more mortified than I can remember. I am beginning to recognize the
ways in which God’s sense of humor is similar to mine. It is a Friday, lunch rush, and the place seems busy
enough. The servers have on lab-coats over their uniforms. They are dressed up like Grey’s Anatomy. I learn this
later. A tall, black man walks with dignity and a Chef ’s Salad, to his row of booths, mostly filled with people.
This was the part that seemed smart about this move. There were people still eating here. People couldn’t
afford fancy dinners, and the corporate accounts weren’t bleeding like they used to. Oprah even began telling
people that restaurants would rather you not tip than not come in at all. But for the servers, this was never true.
Over-Easy
During my training I learn what the different styles of eggs look like. The trickiest being over-easy
verses over-medium. I learn to look for the lightly brown, crisp membrane of the over-mediums. Over-easy is
all white, practically raw. If anyone complains about it being under-done, I bring them back and ask the cooks
across the serving window to make them over-mediums. If the toast gets cold, we microwave it. If the bacon
isn’t crispy enough, we nuke it to an extra death and then dab it with a paper towel. The side-work is incredible.
In the morning I’m given a checklist with my assigned station followed by a full page of duties. This is aside
from one hundred rolls of silverware required before I can leave. The coffee situation there was something
I’ve always been curious about and am excited to discover two troughs that come to my shoulder. A faucet of
boiling water swiveling between them. The filters look like lampshades. Coffee is served in plastic pots. What
the people don’t know is that for one or two tops, we only fill them halfway.
Over-Hard
I am still riding my spiral of a year down when I start working at the Village Inn. I am still dating
my boyfriend. I am still trying to party like I’m twenty-one. They don’t like that. I oversleep for my shifts. My
tables know I am hungover. They say, “It’s unappetizing”. How different things are from your last restaurant.
Where, the Sailor’s sang to me softly until it ended up in my cup and my body. That was why I left, remember.
The thing that is weird is I am drinking less, or at least trying to, except now it is a problem that other people
are talking about. For years I was allowed, almost encouraged, to drink until dawn. There was day drinking
during the three-hour break between lunch and dinner service. Then I began having a minimum of two shots
and two beers before work. I swore it made me better at my job. Friendlier. One day I drop a plate of food and
it shatters over another plate of food and the woman kept eating it. Now I couldn’t have a glass of wine on a
night when I worked the next morning. What was happening?

with there being two hospitals up the hill from us there is also a nursing home across the backroad, behind the
motel. It’s a bizarre neighborhood and the business reflects that. The restaurant is busiest for breakfast and
lunch. It’s always dead for the dinner shift. I rarely make over a hundred bucks a shift, but I almost make that
on every shift. It’s not bad, especially since I’m staying with my mom who doesn’t charge rent and gives me
rides. She is nice to me. She knows there’s something wrong. She tells me that a colleague of hers thinks I am
depressed. She says, “Selling yourself short.” I silently disagree.
Over-Well
Another order that can be tricky is over-well verses over-hard. Over-hard means the yolk is broken,
the yellow and white swirl together like the center of saltwater taffy. Over-well means the yolk is whole and it’s
basically like a flat, hard-boiled egg. Neither way is that great, but neither is inedible either, as long as there is
salt and pepper. It’s Christmas time. Sandra, the GM, sits at table 34 and cuts snowflakes out of coffee filters.
She plays favorites and I am not one of them. I begin to notice the lingering stare of dark eyes from behind the
line. This cook later asks me if I am from here, as I place sloppy plates in the dish window. It gives me a rush
that I try to ignore. I still consider myself spoken for. I cannot cheat on him, again. On New Year’s Day, 2009, he
breaks up with me for good this time.
Up
Sunnyside up, the way Mom likes them. People order eggs the way they remember them from home.
Sometimes they will look at me confused and say, “fried,” or “cooked.” It’s all just a vehicle for yolk dunked
toast. People will freak out if they have to wait for their toast. I’ve begun to save money. I keep stacks of dollar
bills in a bagel bag that I keep in the unfinished basement, my make-shift room. I’ve gotten used to being at
work before the sun is out. One afternoon I am in dry storage. I am stocking packets of jelly from a cardboard
box into a plastic bin, where they will be stacked into a caddy, like poker chips: grape, strawberry, mixed-berry,
and apple-butter. The hot cook is behind me. He is reaching for something. I hear him say something, but I
can’t make out if it is English or Spanish. Is he talking to me? He must be. We are the only ones back here,
“huh?” My heart is alive.
“How old are you,” he asks.
“26! I’m 26.”
-Margaret Meyer

Over-Medium
The floor chart divides the sections, and the sections are color-coded. There is orange, blue, green,
pink, and so on. Pink is the section often given to the newbies. It’s actually one of the hardest sections. It is
mostly tables, instead of booths. The people who were seated there were often old or used a cane. One that
you will never forget is Glen. He is in his nineties and once went to San Antonio for two weeks, on vacation,
he brought his dog and cat with him. Or so he said. He also said he, “smoked the wacko tobacco.” I call him
my adopt-a-grandpa. He thinks that is precious, but then later tells me that he calls me his girlfriend. Along
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8-1 series, 3
Margareita Suliavea
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He talked of being hungry
Johm Rodzilla
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In Kid Gloves
Johm Rodzilla
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Polysemy
Oye! oye! oye! Mommy
peels pesos, loses polls. Messy
moose slop. Popeye sells moly, pomelo peeps, poppy
lolly pops. O me o my. Sesspool employees
elope. Semple popes mop sleepless slype ... else PoMo
Psy ops ploy yeses. Summonses possess syllepses’ mossy
slopes. Mopey polyp posse melee loses polos. Osmose
ye soy posole. Pompoms yell, “Smelly poops plop!”

- Nicholas Michael Ravnikar

OPPOSITE
Traffic video recorder
Mykhailo Zubchaninov
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Symbolic

Limbo blossoms. Boob lobby mimics
scoliosis. My bosom, a silly symbol mill,
blobs boils. Ill mill sill bill. Mic bloc.
Osmosis is
so bossy. “I soil limos so slim,”
Bilbo booms, “I lob loco moss bombs!”
Momma cooly mis-bills Sibyl.
Slimy slobs comb bimbo coils oil bois climb.

- Nicholas Michael Ravnikar

Jumanji series, 6
Margareita Suliavea
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-Radoslav Rochallyi
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-Radoslav Rochallyi
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***
this word smells beautiful as if no one wrote it
symbol of what
what symbol
this letter smells beautiful like it’s not made up of words
- Mykyta Ryzhykh

OPPOSITE
Custom Card Deck
Vesperalia
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The Abbey
Me: “Why, you’re crusin’ for a brusin’.”
Tracey: “Anglin’ for a mangling.’.”
Me: “Bouncin’ for a trouncin’.”
Tracey: “Houndin’ for a poundin’.”
Me: “Boundin’ for a crownin’.”
It usually stops about then—or at least pauses (“pausin’ for a causin’”), but might start up again
somewhere else along the night. Those golden glorious partying nights of long ago. That sounds Broadway,
doesn’t it? Hilarium, we called it. You know, a mix of hilarious and helium. Yeah, we made up words. We were
going to be famous. Each of us. We never knew when to stop. For everything.
A crew of us sexy young girls hanging out, but that particular back-and-forth had been a Sophia (me)
and Tracey skit. I’m talking about the ’90s when I lived in Hoboken and worked my first job—our first jobs—
out of college in publishing in New York City. The city.
Tracey and I, we’d goof like that at the Abbey, a hard-core Irish bar on Third Avenue on the East Side
close to Chelsea. (It’s something else, now—another place.) The bartenders with their brogues; country boys
from a distant country. One of them telling me that the pickup line in his village was: “And how many cows
have you?” They looked out for us, though, and if any cruiser acted like a jag-off he’d get tossed.
Guys always circled. Some supermodel I met back then, the flavor of the year, told me I could never
do her job because I’m too opinionated. Apparently, models can be beautiful and smart, but having opinions
isn’t camera friendly.
I have long straight black hair with bangs, brown eyes, and legs that … well, as one guy summed up
my physical attributes “nice, nice, nice.” And my current SO swears there’s a painting of me in my attic that
shows what I must really look like because I don’t look that much different than 20 years ago. DNA, I suppose.
I don’t drink anymore, either. Tuckers me out. Soon, maybe in the next five years or so, I’ll have to start dyeing
my hair. Or not.
And Tracey back then? Well, Tracey’s red hair fell in waves that crashed upon her shoulders and she
could have been Amy Adams’s twin sister, except Amy Adams was some years from being discovered so Tracey
was incomparably beautiful. Nice, nice, nice. But what drove the bartenders and the other guys at the Abbey crazy
was her brogue; of the Scottish variety, in her case. Her smile glowed like a fireplace on a snowy night. We, all
us girls, attracted guys on the make. Tracey attracted them, too, but also the shy ones, the lonely ones, the brittle
and bruised ones. They sensed her kindness.
And, best of all, Tracey could really throw back the booze. Even whiskey. And her laugh spiced every
conversation.
I mean, talk about fun, man! We were in our 20s and hedonism ruled. Somebody with a stick up his
ass once told me that there’s no truth in hedonism, and I told him to just give it time. That was who we were—
who I was—back then, and truth didn’t have much to do with it. What is truth? Now, facts, they matter. We
majored in journalism and some of us got jobs in newspapers and lost jobs in newspapers when newspapers
started dying and they’re still dying and that’s about all I’m going to say about that.
I’m an editor now for a marketing gulag that helps pharma companies get their latest and greatest
through the FDA and out to the American consumer. In other words, I moved to the dark side. But until I hit
the lottery…. It keeps me halfway engaged, or I would have bailed by now. All that fine print, man? Like the
instructions, disclaimers, directions, and warnings stapled to the little white bag that you don’t read when you
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get your drugs? Now that matters. Those are facts and that’s the truth.
Yeah, we weren’t thinking about truth. Or maybe some of us did some of the time but then the rest
would be, like, “puh-lease!” I wore short skirts and partied like it was 1999, although that was still some years
off. It was guys and booze and good times. Mostly. No drugs; that didn’t do it for us. Or, at least for me. Girls
I knew did drugs, it became like a full-time job—work—and it didn’t always end in disaster. But, rock and roll,
baby! Almost forgot that one. Knew all the lyrics, could dirnt-dirnt-dirnt the guitar riffs.
It wasn’t as if we said we didn’t someday want a so-called normal life; you know, hubby and kids and
the white picket fence. It wasn’t a decision or a declaration. Some of us thought that’d probably be coming,
some of us didn’t, and some of us didn’t give a shit. Sometimes, all during the same cab ride.
I never married, just never found the right one, I suppose, but I may just shock the hell out of
everyone with a later-in-life marriage. Notice I don’t say late-in-life. I still got something in the tank, amiga.
I know, I know. You can get caught in the nostalgia trap, thinking how everything back then glowed.
No. We bitched and moaned (we joked that Moan, Bitch! was our favorite magazine) and were mostly broke.
Cravings and desires and struggling and suffering. The wheel.
But also laughing and talking and having fun.
And the snow falling quietly on the streets some nights and the rain against the windows, but also the
sun dappling the corners of buildings. And the Twin Towers rising above it all sturdy and indestructible. Oh,
what did we know?
Watching some friends take the deep dive into philosophy and some finding love and some losing love
and I may have been in love a couple times and even had my heart broken. Some doing art and some doing
music and some accountants more creative than all of us put together. And, really, we should have been born
earlier; like been hippie chicks in the ’60s.
And looking up one day to find it’s 25 years later and I get a letter from Tracey and I know without
opening what it’s about. Because where she’s at, letters are verboten. Where she’s at everything’s verboten.
I go upstairs and into the attic. Tap tap tap on the roof. It’s raining. I sit on a crate not caring that I
breathe in dust that hovers like cigarette smoke. I am an archeologist digging into my past, routing around in
another open crate in front of me marked “Abbey.”
I find the pix and there’s the six of us, the Group. I still keep in touch with who’s left. I mean, we’re
talking not much more than occasional Facebook back-and-forths, and it can be years between those. But two
in the photo are gone. One overdosed on opioids. And then there’s Tracey. Her’s is the strangest path of all.
I suppose this is the melodramatic part, what I’d cross out with a big red X in a writers workshop.
I open her letter. In the guarded light of the dangling bulb I read. And, yes, it is goodbye. They sent it
after she died of uterine cancer. The beautiful, golden Tracey is no more. I hold her life in my hands. She found
the “man” she loved, and “married”; she stuck it out to the end. I read it a couple of times. Then I reach into
the crate again, pull out another talisman.
“Hello,” I say to this sheet of paper.
So many scraps in these crates full with notes for books I never finished, and scenes for plays I never
finished, and … so much that I never finished. Not much for finishing.
And then, and then….
I’m atheist so I won’t call it the Spirit that moves me in this moment, but I see my near future
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cavorting in the shadows of the attic as the rain kicks into a drumity-drum. I am still staring at my future and in
this ultrasound-like vision I am finishing. Plays, and novels, and poetry, and short stories because Tracey, now
outside of time, can give me time. Time to create.
“That’s your problem,” she said to me once. Or, I should say shouted because this was, of course, at
the Abbey with that music. “You’re an artist who’s not creating.”

					

that can do that faster, and you

					

don’t have to chuck your life.

					

[Sophia waves the idea off, sips

					

her drink.] It won’t last.

TRACEY: 			

You’re probably right.

SOPHIA: 			

Guys and good food and a nice

					

chilled beer on a Friday night in

					

New York City? Hanging with your

					

girls? Writing great literature.

					

The struggle. The excitement.

					

Life itself. All that.

TRACEY: 			

Yes, all that.

SOPHIA: 			

What’s gotten into Tracey?

“Work sucks all the juice out of me.”
“We got to carve out space for you, Sophie-girl!”
“Yeah, baby, win the lottery.”
And she smiled at her reflection in the mirror behind the bar but I felt she didn’t really see herself. I
realize now that she was looking at me now, in this moment. Looking into my future, or my nowness. Sounds
like voodoo-bullshit, I know. I’m only telling it like I feel it.
I won’t say how much the money order is for. But it buys me five years of freedom, at least. A halfdecade or more for me to create. There’s a yellow sticky note Tracey wrote: “Genius grant.” I will quit my job
tomorrow.
Some rich relative of Tracey’s died and I suppose some other relative (or maybe a friend?—another
nun?) kept the money with instructions and that’s the person who mailed me this. For some reason they
couldn’t mail it to me earlier; like years earlier. Maybe some day I’ll find out why. No return address on the
envelop. Talk about casting your bread upon the waters. This message that changes my life depended on the
Postal Service to deliver it.
I read a scene I’d written back then, back in the Abbey days. There’s a note at the top to myself:
“Change the names.” I never got around to it.
SOPHIA: 			

This is the craziest fucking….

					

I’m sorry. Wait! Am I

TRACEY: 			

That is the question, Soph. Some-

					

sorry? Look! I just censored my

					

thing’s gotten into me and you’re

					

probably right. I might be back

					self!

					here next year.
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TRACEY: 			

Don’t on my account, Sophia. You

					

be you. You’re shocked. Truth be

SOPHIA: 			

Try six months. [But Sophia’s

					

told, I’m shocked. I curse. I still curse.

					

shoulders sag and she lowers her

					

For now. For tonight.

					head.]

SOPHIA: 			

Tracey, shocked isn’t the word. A

TRACEY: 			

					

nun? A cloistered nun? What did

					ry, Sophia.

					

you call it? Total withdrawal

					

from the world? They are drugs

SOPHIA: 			

[Rubbing Sophia’s back.] I’m sor-

Oh, I get the jags sometimes. You
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know that. I’m just realizing how

Lives a sister quiet and still

					

much I’m going to miss the Scot-

Back turned toward the windowsill

					

tish Scourge if this crazy shit

					

you’re trying actually takes.

TRACEY: 			

I will….

Despite despair, still standing
Passengered on a train gone rambling
Through memories forged in valles of stone
Wheelbarrowed from zone to zone
And I do remember Ian

SOPHIA: 			

Don’t! Don’t you dare say some

And I do remember Saul

					

bullshit like “I will always keep

And I do remember Nelson

					

you in my heart, Sophia.”

Though I don’t remember all
Just below the unlaunched laughter

TRACEY: 			

Actually, I was just going to say

The hidden spring flows faster

					

that I’ll pay for the next round.

Into this corporeal world floats music
Echoing behind a screen translucent

SOPHIA: 			

[Perking up. Raising her glass.]

My search for Him nears ending

					

To the fair-thee-well load!

Joy that awaits beyond rendering

TRACEY: 			

Hear! Hear! To the load! To my

					

last night of freedom. Or en-

Joy to which I’m now surrendering
In that quiet space, my secretarium
I find my Lord, my God, my True Hilarium

					slavement.
“Not bad, Tracey,” I think.
SOPHIA: 			

Now cut that theological shit the

					

hell out right now. [Turns more

					

fully toward Tracey.] What about

					writing?

I imagine her eyes squinting me into focus as they sometimes did back in Abbey days, her skeptical,
beautiful little “don’t try bullshitting me” smirk.
I say aloud: “Well, maybe a bit over the top but, still, not bad at all.”
I can almost hear her.
“Aye!”

TRACEY: 			

Maybe a bit of poetry here and

-Frank Diamond

					there.

A bit of poetry here and there. I look at the poem that had been wrapped around the money order. No title.
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Metaphor

Me, a PoMo aroma perpetrator? Pet a thermometer.
More a pre-op paratrooper harem hopper on aether.
Tether terror to me — a hotter hammertoe. Prepare
to mate a marmot, trope eater.
Attempt to appear proper to Homer: preempt, pamper.
meter a math theorem — prompt a throat tremor.
Meet me at a remote theatre homeroom, metamore.
(Mammoth emo parrot teeth pepper operator patter, tho.)

- Nicholas Michael Ravnikar
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Objects owned by sentimental women with hazel eyes
Kristy Peet
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Objects owned by best friends
Kristy Peet
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Objects owned by roommates
Kristy Peet
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Elegy
Months went by.
Fall turned-up
its collar to winter.

One day,
I was reading something on my step
when he hung a sign outside,
which said, “Do not disturb.”

It got so cold

It wound around the knob,

I walked next-door

as if flicking sunlight.

to my neighbor’s apartment
and asked to borrow
his space heater.
He said something—
slipped away—
then reappeared,

Along with the everyday light,
he disappeared back
into his apartment.

-Alex Missall

like a quotation without text.
*
At those rent places,
each space had a square plot of land,
a little wooden fence.
After the season changed again,
the man drove in pink,
plastic flamingos
up to his door.
Later, he planted a few
thorny,
red roses.

*
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Signs that don’t lie (the Plant)
Julien Griffaud
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Thighs and Thimbles

She leaves without another word.

Now

Now

The seamster presses his thumb against the back of the needle, urging it to poke through the two thick layers
of fabric. Instead, the back of the metal sinks right into the pad of his thumb. He sucks in a breath and yanks
his hand back, then shakes it as if that will seal over the small puncture. When that doesn’t work, he sticks the
tip of his thumb in his mouth to staunch the bleeding. A drop of salt and metal spreads across his tongue.

The seamster’s shoulders slump and he leans against the back of the chair with a sigh. He stays like this for a
couple of minutes, lost, thinking about the soft give of her thighs under the gentle press of his hands.

The seamster sits like this for a minute before taking his thumb from his lips and looking down at it. There’s a
small red dot on the tip of it, but it looks to no longer be bleeding.

Then

He picks up a metal thimble from beside him on the table and turns it over in his fingers. After a few moments,
he caps his finger with it. The dimpled metal is cool on his thumb. He picks the needle back up. He presses the
thimble against the back of the needle, urging it to poke through the two thick layers of fabric.

-Mason Michalak

The seamster grips the backs of the woman’s thighs in the way he knows they both love, hiking her hips up
to get a better angle. The two of them are all sweat and rhythm and the room is flooded with their labored
breaths. The springs of the mattress squeak over and over as they both chase their pleasure. One of her hands
digs her nails into his shoulder while the fingers of the other rub an area below her stomach. He leans down to
kiss and nibble the parts of her that his mouth can reach, and the hand on his shoulder moves to grasp the hair
on the back of his head tightly. The salty taste of her skin blossoms across his tongue.

When they’re finished, the seamster, draped in the sheet, sits on the bed. He leans heavily against the wooden
headboard. The woman is in the adjacent bathroom, and as he waits for her to return, he takes sips from a glass
of ice water. It’s cool against the palm of his hand, and the condensation slides off the glass and drips onto the
sheet.

The seamster looks up when the bathroom door opens. When the woman steps back into the bedroom, she’s
already dressed. He is not surprised; this is their routine. The seamster shifts and the bed groans underneath
him in protest. The woman grabs her glasses from the nightstand and is gathering her purse and jacket when
the seamster speaks.

“You don’t have to go, you know.” The trepidation in his voice is heavy on his tongue.

His words hang in the air for an uncomfortable ten seconds before she responds.

“I’d really rather not stay,” she says.
“Oh.”
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FILM
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Cheese Puff

Press Pound to Connect

Hillerbrand+Magsamen

Alexander Fingrutd

“Cheese Puff ” is an experimental video about our relationship with modern television culture using the context
of the ultimate junk food, cheese puffs. We live in a middle-class American town with Super Wall Mart, Targets,
and Costco. We eat at McDonald’s, Taco Bell, and TGI Fridays. We watch Fox News. We want to be heard.

This film was hand processed, shot on 16mm film, and created using a masking technique and appropriated
images. The nine equal parts reference the Pound Symbol on a telephone keypad. Here, it's used as a symbol for connection. We are connected to more than what is immediately around ourselves: to each other,
the planet, and the farthest galaxies. What distant things are having an effect on us and what are we non-visibly affecting? The similarities between these connections are represented through overlapping images.
It brings us to a cosmic, all-encompassing view, divided in space and tied together through telephone wire.

In this work, we plunge through water and cheese puffs, while never touching. The cheese powder and oils
eventually fall from the puffs making the water cloudy and thick. Through the use of irony, we explore our
relationship with each other and our culture. Additional footage includes images of our shoot in our garage
referring to backyard sporting events such as backyard wrestling in Middle America.

https://youtu.be/aISZTQLRHsU
https://vimeo.com/553980263
Device for Saying Goodbye
Hillerbrand+Magsamen
We are overwhelmed with the world we live in: crazy politics, Hurricane Harvey, school shootings, our parents
declining health and death, and our children growing older and leaving home. Feeling the enormity of our lives,
we wish for an app, tool, or device to fix things, such as a ‘Device to Heal a Broken Heart’. We have decided to
make our own.
The Devices Project began as a live lecture performance that included us and our two children. We showed audience members how to create and interact with fictional tools that we had created from everyday objects from
our homes such as toys, spatulas, and laundry hampers. These ‘homemade’ devices repurposed their original
intent into tools that helped us cope and manage

https://vimeo.com/568967613
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Yerkish?
Laura Smith
Bonobos and chimps have been able to communicate with humans through a keyboard whose keys contain
lexigrams (symbols corresponding to objects or ideas). The piece plays with the idea that we can perhaps learn
from another species and challenges the notion that humans are the most intelligent and unique. In this piece,
lexigrams have been enmeshed with a Rubik Cube to represent the complexity of language and cognition. In
some respects, the Rubik Cube represents 'superior human intelligence'; it is one of the ultimate puzzles for the
mind to crack. Likewise, the lexigrams are also puzzles that test the chimp's intelligence; they must respond to
questions by choosing words to form sentences. Moreover, when bonobos/ chimps press a lexigram, a voice
immediately relays the corresponding word. This automated voice has been incorporated into the video to
communicate messages on the Lexi-cube formulated by ordering the lexigrams in a specific way. Ultimately, the
video constructs the question: if chimps could speak, what could they say?

https://youtu.be/N-ANFHKEnEY
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Sekat

Suburban English Magick

David Fernandez

Marie-Louise Plum

This work tells about the boredom of the routine that has been in existence. Tired, lethargic, confused, empty is
just a partitioned road to Euphoria alone. The inner and physical conflicts that are going through and are being
lived are only a step towards comedy in a life's journey. Like what Sisipus did in his story, he had to keep repeating the pain, tiredness, fatigue, and hope for happiness in life. Today, the saturation that is being experienced by
almost all of the people is the social, political, and pandemic situations and conditions with their existence.

Suburban English Magick invites you to peer inside a world of semi-rural, village life in modern-day Britain. This
durational performance videopoetry piece is an investigation into contemporary pastoral folklore, witchcraft and
the uncanny. Its protagonists, dressed in cheap sportswear, driving souped-up semi-racing cars, are no different
from their witch-hunting counterparts of the 17th century. Myth, suspicion, religion, and suggestion is the currency of the fearful mind, and these villagers have it in spades. To combat fear, they employ protective ritual,
symbols, and signs...“Behind every brutal scene/there is beauty/in Suburban English Magick.”

https://youtu.be/by8KK8EvYuA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cg8PkFjJ0Sc

cunei(ohne)form

Son et Culinaire

Martin Moolhuijsen

Sijia Chen

A musical electroacoustic duet between two instruments, an FM synthesizer and a granular synthesizer. the
graphic score in the video is obtained by transcribing numbers fed into the FM synthesizer (prescriptive score) in
cuneiform and re-interpreting them according to their sensual appearance with the granular synthesizer (graphic
score). this process is ‘verticalized’ and presented simultaneously. on one hand the mathematical/physical precision of sound representation through numbers and pure synthesis, on the other the allusive possibility of the
sign and its interpretation through synthesis based on concrete samples.

Son et Culinaire is an interactive, audiovisual performance that merges sound, dance, and culinary processes. The
project brings to life the performative and ritual aspects of a meal's production, breathing new life into everyday
actions and behaviors. The sound of cooking is usually ignored and disregarded as a by-product of a domestic
ritual, but when isolated and framed, it can become an emergent soundscape with its own tonal complexities and
rhythms.

https://vimeo.com/514258073
https://youtu.be/qzxcBoVOJWw
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Aquaria
Julia Obst
Aquaria is about the protagonist’s journey to find out who she truly is. She lives in a parallel “fairytale” world.
She is a hybrid of human and fish. This video is based on the fairy tale “The Pond Aquarius”. By using central
images of this story such as Aquarius (Neptune), Mermaids (in the story they are described as half human and
half fish) and fish, a new narrative was created. The fish are especially essential to this film. They represent the
state of the protagonist’s journey of self-discovering. First we see the sculpture of a fish (made of stone). This
image represents the protagonist’s state of mind. She feels trapped, unable to live her truth, to reach her full potential. She is literally petrified inside. She gently touches this sculpture, which means she finally recognizes that
she can’t continue like this. She is ready for this journey. Then we see a dead fish which is also a key to another
world. This is a metaphor for rebirth. The new world is scary. But sometimes we have to take risks and fight fears
to become the person we really are. Eventually she has a vision of fish swimming merrily in circles and this makes
us understand that she feels that she is on the right path to becoming herself, perhaps she has even found the
parts of her identity she was looking for. It’s an open ending. Because just like in real life, the journey to discover
who we really are never ends. It is a constant search.

https://youtu.be/Nq3oIOM0zxU

A Foreword to an End
David Cohn
Ambiguously symbolic clippings of video and image fly off of a spinning cube to take on the appearance of
writing. Some philosophers investigate the structure of writing, feeling out its contours and boundaries from
inside of it: writing towards a limit of writing. This piece asks about the limit of writing from the outside, from
a world of images.

https://vimeo.com/707245841/591374b23b
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Real Estate

Tendrils

Weeds break up the fading grid

Glass mosaics were my first Gospel story.

in the parking lot of the closed Wal-Mart.

They caught the light, but did not hold it.

New patterns, indiscernible yet

Then from the pulpit, a different story, being language, where Mary

assert the ancient business plan.

is only the baby’s mother.

-Edward A. Dougherty
-Edward A. Dougherty
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Idle on the Riverbank

When I tire of the work of being myself
I sit by the River Me—clouds in the surface
arrange into configurations I alone recognize. As they fade, I name them.

-Edward A. Daugherty

Chicane
Sarah Legow
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Annunciazione,, Beato Angelico
Annunciazione
My wife’s small, soft hand in mine,
riding the bus back toward Firenze center,
I look out the window and up,
the autobus slows,
two small children wave,
maybe at us,
the bus continues quickly
around the next two corners, narrowly,
scripting letter shapes,
and I perceive everything in this Italian world
to be small, smaller than ours,
smaller and more delicate
than our country.
We descend with a crowd
at the next stop, Piazza San Marco,
and we have arrived
at the Museo di San Marco,
once a Dominican monastery,
home of the one who merged
gold-surrounded Medieval faces
with their new rounded cousins,
pictor angelicus,
Fra Giovanni da Fiesole,
Fra Angelico, born Guido di Pietro,
Fra Giovanni Angelico, il Beato.
Ascending the 1st steep staircase to the 2nd floor,
turning right, and there it is! quiet surprise,
The Annunciation, as delicate
a painting as we could imagine.
It stops us on the landing
though we long to bend our left knees
forward as the divine, wingèd angel
bends toward Maria, motioning to her,

if not a bit worried,
then suitably concerned.
Both Angel and Maria fold
their hands lightly across their fronts,
what will come.
We must climb toward
this meeting, but first
we sway side-to-side and back again,
as the figures seem to shift as well,
the glitter in the Angel’s multi-colored wings
glints finely as we sway.
As Maria and the Angel lean together,
heads bowed but a few degrees,
perfectly as their eyes must meet,
so we bend forward, left knees slightly bent,
eyes riveted to the painting as we mount.
Reaching the top, we pause,
sway again, and rest our eyes
now on the single green tree
in the Garden behind the Angel’s arch.
When our eyes return to the meeting,
there near the center,
just off Maria’s gold halo,
her window, also green
within its bars,
a window leading to still another world
another garden,
where we are also welcomed,
a small window in the play of arches
below and to the right side
of the sun’s faint symbol
on the little portico,
this circle indented just two fingers
and centered at the top.
-Alan Bern

perhaps, Please, and Maria looks,
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Circe

I, Circe, turned, curved bitter urn
Barricaded from shipwrecked men
Not even Odysseus’ salt-limed charm
Could pave me free
From the stifling claims of men.

Boys not gods,
Scylla’s tyranny
I watch you depart through slanted eye,
Your bones I covet and pity
-Emma Conally-Barklem

Vanitas #5
Helge Paulsen
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Complications
I think in scraps of paper, little notes kept to myself. Things discovered along the way. Little unfairnesses, names
and dates. Things to do. Things not to do, think, say, and things not to do, think, say. I think and think and think
all day, making notes of this and that, observations, insights, sketches of bugs crawling along the ceiling. I must
remember to help them get outside. I grab a mint leaf and hold it near. Climb up, please. It’s time.
-Mira Martin-Parker

Pain
Phyllis Green
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Buddha and the Cobra
What does it mean, this Buddha seated
beneath the hood of a cobra’s head?
Inscrutable and serene as ever,
the statue seeks enlightenment
sitting cross-legged and in a cave
that’s lit by dim electric light,
a smell of dampness in the air.
The blue canopy of the cobra’s hood
protects the flames from wind and rain.
Enlightenment has drawn the sting.
The serpent coils its body heat
around the Buddha’s form to shield
the meditator from the cold
who venerates each living thing.
According to some holy writ
or how it is interpreted,
the subjugation of I am
into the mind of all there is
may be the ultimate of bliss.
For seven days and seven nights,
according to some writ or myth,
the cobra kept the man from harm,
from cold and from mosquito bites
under a mucalinda tree,
and here they are in effigy,
a man and serpent intertwined,
the cobra painted cobalt blue,
the statue of the Buddha now
bringing nirvana to the mind.

Manuscript

It is more hesitant now
and I enlarge my script
in fountain pen with ink
so as not to authorise
blind e’s and blotted a’s.
In it I recognise
a collapsed italic hand
once so carefully trained
to shape upon the page
each calligraphic stroke.

Pre-digital type and fonts,
dipping my pen in ink
as copyist and scribe,
I traced those chevrons once,
thin uphill, downwards wide,
while on the sly we practised
our signatures at speed
as if to make our mark
in a blank autograph book
which we had yet to read.

-Duncan Forber
					-Duncan Forbes
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Navajo Nation
As the sky and the earth are woven together
To make a fresh fabric of flora and fauna,
We worship the spider who taught us, the weaver.
The trees in the ground are nature’s antennae,
Like fish in the sky-coloured rivers of water.
We worship the sun, we venerate rain,
We cultivate furrows that nourish the grain.
We worship whatever can give us the weather,
The tilt of the rocks and melting snow-water
Cool in the mouth and pure in the river.
We thirst in the throat with deer and with beaver.
We hunt in our hunger like coyote and cougar.
We watch the birds fly and gather the feather
That falls from the wings of the eagle’s endeavour.
Unlike the bees prospecting for honey,
You mined all the minerals and minted your money
By panning for gold and sieving for silver.
You poisoned our wells and polluted the rivers,
You sucked out the oil like pulp from a fruit,
No seeds for renewal but plastic and loot.
You stole all our homelands by right of discovery,
Then tricked and attacked us with ranchers and cavalry.
You need so much cargo. You need so much fuel.
You leave so much garbage and waste in your trail.
You gave us your words and you brought us disease.
You cut down our forests and logged out the trees.
When the sun and the moon and the stars go out
What then will you steal for electric light?
You ask what the signs on the blanket can mean.
Well, here is one reading of symbol and sign.
-Duncan Forbes

Achtung
Italo Conforti
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False Ten
Italo Conforti
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Trash Signal
Italo Conforti
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ekphrastic sea change
My cat waves her shadow while your blue wings
are up in the deep dark solvent erasure.
You say nothing or sing

we don’t live on water we live on fire

and God’s speckled plasm. No more will you be alone, no more will I speak
office work thoughts rising turbid; you have reached and touched
me now, made before and after.

Oh how we love to process

memory’s water, point at ourselves glowing and soft, abrupt
and destructive; my two eyes fingering
as if to look is to know.

Floating is not flying—

the secret about smooth curves—gravity makes my weight, makes your wings
work in thick air. Nothing weightless flies without grace,
an undercurrent, a last rip tide. So come on

legless, carry me home.

-Craig Sullender

Cavallo Pianta
Davide Mattera
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My Skirt Comes Back as a Blouse
At the Frills & Thrills, half coming off
its hanger, the blouse flags me. It’s the same

brilliant red with a tiny “S” print
as my free-flinging cotton skirt that I

grabbed from a bag of my cousin’s
hand-me-downs, only the blouse is part

rayon and doesn’t have coins for fringe.
I wore that skirt and jangles spoke,

not beady-eyed neighbors snarling at me
or my parents for not going to church.

Tokens in the wind, my rite of passage,
I skipped past faces in windows and climbed

inside a cloud caravan. Oh, to parade proud
again as rain on a tin roof. I pocket myself

in a dressing room and change. My shoulders
silken. Cap sleeves flutter. My shuttered self

opens. The wind lifts me. I jiggle
my hips like a tambourine.
-Denise Utt
Cavallo Insta
Davide Mattera
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On stones mysteries
An object awakens our love just because it seems to be the bearer of powers that are greater than itself, Jean Bazin
Little, black, with many white dots and a small amorphous shape completely white. Any angle, any
protrusion. It seemed pleasant to touch, but not perfectly smooth. In a thousandth of second, my eye recognised
something my mind was not yet conscious, something probably resonating with some unknown parts of myself.
I could not hold back the impulse to pick it up from the ground, as though it was speaking to me, asking me to
be taken away from that place. I looked at it from all sides, turning it gently in my hands and, with no hesitation, I
put it in the right pocket of my jeans, without really knowing why I was doing it. I just knew I wanted to keep that
weird object with me. When I glanced up, I had the strange impression I was looking at everything surrounding
me for the first time.
“Bianca, come on!” A distant voice brought me back to reality, as if it had awaken me from a lucid dream.
My father was waiting for me, not very much further to the top of the volcano we were climbing, the Montaña
Roja, in the volcanic island of Lanzarote. In about twenty minutes, we would see arising the full moon, while
simultaneously, at the opposite side of the volcano, the sun would set. It had been more than three month that
we waited for that moment, and I should have been more excited, but my head was just not in it. When I reached
my father, I couldn’t wait to show him what I had collected; I put my hand in my pocket and then I bring it close
to his face. As I opened my fingers with trepidation, he looked at it, then he looked at me, then he looked again
at it. “Ah, it’s a stone”, he stated. Then, after a brief pause, he added, “Nice!” To my surprise, his short statement,
not exactly full of enthusiasm, did not diminish mine. We both looked in our eyes, without telling us anything,
and we continued to walk in silence the last steps to the top of the volcano.
Back home, the words “stone” and “nice” kept ringing in my head. The object I just supported on the
bedside table of my bedroom was anything but nice. So, what was that? I couldn’t find a single word to describe it,
and the more my mind tried to explore, define and explain the stone, the more it was led to ideas that lied beyond
the grasp of reason. Another question was tumbling around my brain, keeping me awake: Among millions of
stones, why did I was attracted only to this one in particular? Maybe because of its pleasant feel, or its contrast
between black and white, which I had always liked, or maybe... I felt the stone was “more than met the eye” and
that there was something going way beyond its appearance, a living mystery hidden within it. I recalled the words
Giorgio De Chirico inscribed in his 1920 self-portrait: Et quid, amabo nisi quod aenigma est (“And what I am to love
if not the enigma?”).
That night I made a dream. A number of crystals were pervading with a sense of sacredness the semidarkness of a bedroom. A man, who I could not see the face, was telling me all the crystal’s names, indicating
them one by one, “Star ruby, fluorite, tiger’s eye, amethyst, rose quartz, celestine, olivine, aragonite, rock crystal
and bronzite”. That vision arouse in me new and unusual sensations that words fell short to express and I just
contemplated the precious stones in silence, together with this unknown man. From the small cabinet where they
were placed, he took his favorite one, the star ruby. As I started looking inside it, someone opened the door of
the room. I suddenly woke up, feeling at first a bit confused, but then incredibly relieved, because at that moment
I knew I was not mad, that others saw the world, saw stones, the way I did, recognizing them as autonomous
entities. A silent presence, worthy to have a special place on a small cabinet, worthy to be showed and presented
as the most important element of a bedroom.
However, my attitude to over-investigate things I find difficult to understand, caused in me another
issue. No one would ever question the inherent beauty of a sunset, the splendor of a crystal or the delicacy of
a flower, but what about unhewn stones? At first glance, they all look the same: lifeless objects without nothing
interesting to tell us. Often, we perceive them only outwardly, remaining on the surface, or we do not even note
their presence; but if we take a deep and unprecedented look inside them, as the primitives did, we will be able to
capture their multiple symbolic meanings. When the nuclear center of the self manifests in the form of a stone
or a crystal, its spirit endows it with life, as it happened in my dream. Stones are not a product of Earth, they are
its very essence, in its most absolute authenticity and simplicity. An essence that pleases the innermost parts of
our beings, filling them with the immeasurable and eternal beauty of mystery.
-Bianca Pasquinelli
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Sumerian Lion X
Davide Mattera
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Chao! Take care of the rib
OPPOSITE
The sweetness of forbidden film
Elena Romanovskaya
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It is not an easy task

Nun ye xera fácil

It is not an easy task

Nun ye xera fácil

to explain the difference

desplicar la estremeza

between sign and symbol.

pente signu y símbolu.

The ‘z’ which appears in Ukraine

La “z” qu’apaez n’Ucrania

over the tanks is a sign,

nos tanques ye un signu,

but Bucha will become a symbol.

pero Bucha sedrá un símbolu.

The author’s name of a poem

El nome l’autor d’un poema

is only a sign,

ye namái un signu,

but only some poems

pero namái dellos poemes

will become a symbol.

sedrán un símbolu.

But don’t forget

Pero nun escaezas

that all the symbols

que tolos símbolos

hide their shadows

tapecen les sos solombres

-as all the poems-.

-comu tolos poemes-.
-Xe M. Sánchez
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-Xe M. Sánchez
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Some of Us
Funk drifts through the flashing
lights and the woman you’re dancing with
leans over and says, “The action is
always somewhere offstage,”
and sure enough the bass
is arguing with the trumpet. After the show
you go back to your apartment
and she starts unearthing
little secrets you never told anyone
because no-one knew how to ask—
(your mother gave birth without drugs)
to which she replies
“Some of us
wear our symptoms across our faces,”
and she kisses you on the cheek
in the morning
she plays the piano
you were planning to give away
and you are reminded
of exploring an abandoned prison
as a teenager, a spray of purple
flowers forming in a crevice
while the rotor thud of a helicopter
caromed overhead
you drive her home
past the hospital
and its curious interpretation of pain
and the streams of lava
you’ve kept cached inside of you,
interior, deadly,
leap free—
-Wilson R.M. Taylor

Temple Mouth Guarded
Paul R. Lastovica
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OPPOSITE:
Orange Entry
ABOVE:
Rift
Paul R. Lastovica
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𝛑

Who Rings My Cell?

ellipsis can take you anywhere—
22 over 7 equals 3.14

Who is that who rings my cell?
Is it the horrible friend from hell?
Or is it the scumbag scammer “unknown”?
How do they get the number of my phone?

dot dot dot,
hmmm…

Is it an inadvertent butt dial?
Or could it be a pedophile?
Is it a secret lover to conceal?
Not for decades has that been real.

in english, the greek word is
pronounced pie;
apple, cherry, & all kinds,
even, tongue in cheek,

A pollster from one party or the next?
I’ll tell them where to go, I confess.
Is it an offer I can’t resist?
That would be an unbelievable twist.

sleek as a devil’s lick,
two curled tongues again & again,
zen as a Japanese arbor
harbored in memory,

If their name is unavailable,
then I will be unassailable.
Because answer it I won’t.
And return it I don’t.

mystery of mushroom
& Stonehenge trips,

So I will block it as I must.
And will do my best not to cuss.

pi measures immeasurables
with pleasure, or
-Anne Grunner

a drill to the head in the mirror
scene, cut to Aronofsky—
we, from dome to slope,
the answer is always in nature.
-Brian Harman
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Horus’s Right I

Sonnet #1

I ask you to help me

What’s that thorny thing you clutch so close

Paint one wall Egyptian

Pricking the blood to your palm’s numb palm? A rose

Sun—you imagine, create

Wild-born, lightning-crooked bush? A ball
Of pig iron painted black? A dying sun with spiked rays?

Four walls of gold,
A bed of gold, brush
Yourself into a corner

What tether have you fashioned to control

Of thinner and paint

Its swing and land? A synthetic cord? A bow

One thick and panicked eye

Of metal marrying metal? How heavy does it hang
Welded to the weight of the wait? Does it ripple your gut

Uncovered in the raw
Canvas beneath the glossy
Medium you’ve slathered

To hear it hum through the anxious air? Where
Does it cling to your body? At elbow? At knee? For me

In all directions. I never asked you to ask me
For light you never wanted, or coin, never made you

It’s my right. Elbow, that is. Swift shrug, shoulder flick
And the air at least has been stabbed. A fuzzy brown cuff

Lie or stand in that corner,
Did I?

Holds it in place. Where do you keep the tool that can sever
Autumn Hayes

The tether? Behind your back? Like it’s the weapon?

-Autumn Hayes
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one of the murdered lines is man, you aren’t staying with me today*
because nobody beyond us lifts a single blade
of hair from our bulletproof crowns or our newhided face
because nobody fights us apart from death the way
we fight us apart from death we’re too infinitely
sad

infinitely

we resign real people their meaty

cheeks and all we’ll steal our wages from undoing
them we hover and hate to not be
lowered barely low enough to the streaming black earth enough
to doubt the humans we undo we’re already
chained to some sizzling matter beyond our Self
wound and wooly with a drainshaped grain and a lie
We’re not hard. Unlike Friday at midnight. Its zippers
And whiskers and scythe. We’re not hard.
Unlike Wednesday at noon, its lukewarm taquitos
And shivering queso in pebble-textured plastic molcajetes.
We’re not hard. Unlike Monday all day, from the hint
Of its shadow to its unrelenting rain or sun glare off
a plate glass window. we’re difficult. despising whatever
mourning when we think
we have to go
worship some other sizzling matter
beside our Self
with all its purple and wood and plasma
exploding as time
to sit with our Selves
too

infinitely

infinitely
-Autumn Hayes

*an inversion of the Commodores’ Easy
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Hsiang III
Catherine Eaton Skinner
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short stories and poems. Find more of his work on his blog at thesilentwriterblog.wordpress.com.
Alex Missall studied creative writing at the University of Cincinnati. His work has appeared in Carcinogenic and Mizmor
Anthologies, Alexandria Quarterly, East by Northeast Literary Magazine, and Hole in The Head Review. He resides in Ohio,
where he enjoys hiking and running with his Husky, Betts. Much of his poetry is found in such off-the-grid
places, the trails, or places where he’s worked on his mental health.
Martin Moolhuijsen is an Italian interdisciplinary artist based in Berlin. His work is situated at the threshold
of sound art, experimental film and experimental poetry and has taken the form of installations, fixed-media
pieces, conceptual artworks, poems, signs, films and of any combination of the aforementioned. His work has
been presented at Akademie der Künste, Deutschlandfunk Kultur, ZKM - Zentrum für Kunst und Medien and
CTM Vorspiel among others. He holds a BA in Drama, Art and Music Studies from the University of Bologna
and a MA in Sound Studies and Sonic Arts at the Universität der Künste in Berlin.
Julia Obst is a German Brazilian actor, director, and art enthusiast based in Berlin and New York City. A familiar
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face on German television for almost two decades. Starting off as an award-winning child performer on Mini
Playback shows, Julia continued on to play Jenny, the adopted daughter on Die Fallers (SWR, 2004-present),
Germany’s longest-running family drama. In 2010, Julia was accepted onto the prestigious RADA’s Young
Actors Summer School in London. She then went on to complete their Contemporary Drama Course in 2013.
Julia moved to Berlin in 2016, appearing in numerous short films and then turning her hand to directing. Her
directorial debut was the music video Loving You for Ocean and the Waves (2019). Julia’s first short film, the multiaward-winning Aquaria, premiered at Light Year and was projected onto Manhattan Bridge (NYC) in 2021. As
a director, Julia is drawn to heritage duality, themes of belonging, melancholia, rebirth, and her favorite genre is
horror.
Mira Martin Parker earned a BA at The New School for Social Research, and an MA in philosophy and an MFA
in creative writing at San Francisco State University. Her work has appeared in various publications, including
the Istanbul Literary Review, North Dakota Quarterly, great weather for MEDIA, and Zyzzyva. Mira’s collection of short
stories, The Carpet Merchant’s Daughter, won the 2013 Five [Quarterly] e-chapbook competition
Bianca Pasquinelli is Italian, from Milan. She studied communications and advertising and worked in the
entertainment industry as a talent agent for many years. In the past year, she has devoted herself to further
pursuing writing, translating and researching. She currently lives and writes in the volcanic island of Lanzarote,
in the Canary Islands.
Helge Paulsen is a freelance journalist, author, and art photographer. He holds a PhD with an emphasis in
sociology of culture, art theory, and art history. His work has been exhibited widely. www.artpromotor.com.
Kristy Peet is a large format analog photographer focusing primarily on staged images conceptually related to
the internal personal state. Her work has been shown in solo and group exhibitions across the US including a
solo exhibition at the Dallas Contemporary and is in the collections of the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston and
Savannah College of Art and Design. Kristy also served seven years as Vice President of BOX13 Artspace, an
artist-run exhibition and studio space devoted to the creation and advancement of experimental contemporary
art in Houston. Kristy lives and works in Houston, Texas.
Marie-Louise Plum is a multidisciplinary all-rounder: Marie-Louise Plum produces painted, printed, collaged
and multimedia works. She incorporates written pieces into her visual art, in the form of free verse poetry, prose
and short stories. Employing both traditional and contemporary methods and practices, Plum creates provocative
visual art, writing, audio and video. Her particular interests are signs, symbols and subconscious narratives relating
to human behavior, social history, memory, sense of self, space and place. Through her works Plum invites the
viewer to approach a world they might already be familiar with but do their best to shy away from.
T Palmer is the writing handle of Tom Nordgren, an erstwhile Texas writer and graduate of the Creative Writing
Program at the University of Houston. He’s the author of numerous produced plays and unsold film scripts, as
well as a handful of published short stories and poems and a number of nonfiction books written as a freelance
ghostwriter. T is currently revisiting past work—he has a collection of short stories in the works, as well as a
book of poetry and two novels, and is circulating a screenplay involving the Polish Resistance of WWII. He
moved to Trinidad, Colorado a few years ago and now makes this terrific mountain community his permanent
home. He teaches Creative Writing and Theatre at Trinidad State College.
Nicholas Michael Ravnikar lives in Southeast Wisconsin, where the specter of Foxconn hangs like a sunbleached pool noodle over the shores of Lake Michigan — and is eroding just as quickly. A neurodivergent
father of two, he’s currently on long-term disability. Previously, he’s worked as a bathtub repairman, college
prof, newspaper copy editor, success coach for a substance abuse prevention agency, higher ed marketing
copywriter, paint scraper, and dishwasher. In his spare time, he enjoys exercise, yoga, and racquetball. Other
interests include crypto, decentralization and critical theory. Stay in touch & download free e-books at bio.fm/
nicholasmichaelravnikar
Radoslav Rochallyi, PhD.was born on May 1, 1980, in Czechoslovakia in a family with Rusyns and Hungarian
roots. He is a Czech-based artist (philosopher, writer, painter, and poet). The author finished his studies in
Philosophy at the Faculty of Arts of the University of Presov (1999–2005) and completed postgraduate Ph.D.
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studies. Later studied mathematics: Linear Algebra Course by Imperial College London. He is a member of
the Mensa and a member of The Royal Society of Literature in the United Kingdom. Rado has presented his
visual work internationally. He is the author of fourteen books. His math- visual works have been accepted
in many institutions, and galleries. His visual poetic equations have also been published in many journals, for
example in anthologies and journals published at Stanford University, California State University, Dixie State
University, Olivet College, or Las Positas College.
John Rodzilla teaches in the Publishing and Writing programs at Emerson College in Boston. His work has
appeared in Harvard Review, McSweeney’s Internet Tendency, gorse, DecomP, Verbatim and Bad Robot Poetry.
Carol Rahal is an actress, photographer and teacher and seeks in her work to experiment with theater,
photography and cinema both in the area of education and in Fine Art photography. Her inspirations are in
the surrealist and fictional universe, where she creates symbolic atmospheres to address the exploration of the
human being about herself.
Elena Romanovskaya is an artist of postirony. In her works, truth appears in disabiliation, complete with the
trappings of sarcasm and restless eclecticism. The artist consciously turns to a naive interpretation of archaic
images - which are increasingly becoming a refuge from aggressive modernity – and intertwines them with
explorations of the social and psychic, creating her works in a loose space between simplicity and wit.
Mykyta Ryzhykh has published in the journals Dzvin, Ring A, Polutona, Rechport, Topos, Articulation, Formaslov,
Colon, Literature Factory, Literary Chernihiv, on the portals Literary Center and Soloneba, in the Ukrainian Literary
Newspaper, the almanac Syaivo.
Xe M. Sánchez was born in 1970 in Grau (Asturies, Spain). He received his Ph.D in History from the University
of Oviedo in 2016, he is anthropologist, and he also studied Tourism and three masters. He has published in
Asturian language seven books and several publications in journals and reviews in Asturies, USA, Portugal,
France, Sweden, Scotland, Australia, South Africa, India, England, Canada, Reunion Island, China, Belgium,
Ireland, Netherlands, Austria, Turkey, Singapore and Germany.
Hal Shipman is a photographer and writer, born in Texas. His photographic work includes straight image, as
well as work in mixed media with text. A native Texan, Hal now lives in Chicago where, 33 years after finishing
his undergraduate studies, he will begin his MFA in the Photography program at the School of the Art Institute
this Fall.

of volunteer projects related to helping children from Tanzania, refugees from Ukraine and Russia. Was born in
Moscow, but recently (March 2022) left the territory of the Russian Federation and lives in sunny Serbia.
Craig Sullender writes algorithms for biometric sensors, designs 3D cameras for underwater robots, and holds
patents to new approaches for image processing. His poems have appeared in The Boston Review, Blue Mesa Review,
Weave, Redivider, and The Austin Chronicle. He edited the book Helga for the author Richard Lance Williams, editor
of the “Litera” section of the Austin Chronicle. He is the author of Char Front, which a reviewer described as “a
voice they’ve never heard before and yet realizing immediately it’s a voice worth hearing.”
J. Tarwood has been a dishwasher, a community organizer, a medical archivist, a documentary film producer, an
oral historian, and a teacher. After a life spent in East Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East, he currently
lives in China, and has published five books:  The Cats in Zanzibar, Grand Detour, And For The Mouth A Flower, What
The Waking See, and The Sublime Way. He has always been an unlikely man in unlikely places.
Wilson R. M. Taylor is a poet living in New York City. His work appears in Too Well Away, Volney Road Review, Scarlet
Leaf Review, and a number of other publications. For more, visit wilsontaylor19.wixsite.com/wilsonrmtaylor.
Denise Utt is a poet living in New York City. Her poetry has appeared in the Bellevue Literary Review, Paterson
Literary Review, Glassworks, The Strategic Poet, and elsewhere.
Bill Vernon has studied and taught English literature. Besides writing, he enjoys exercising outdoors and doing
international folk dances. His poetry, fiction, and nonfiction occasionally appear in journals and anthologies, and
he is the author of Old Town, a mystery novel.
Vesperalia has dedicated herself to broader artistic research, experimenting in different fields. visions, dreams,
thoughts, hallucinations and introspective journeys, conveyed mainly through the media of collage, photography
and short movies. Experiments with moving images, automatism, explorations of different states and perceptions,
internal and external paradoxes and dynamic fields.
Mykhailo Zubchaninov was born in Georgia in 2001 and moved to Ukraine when she was five. In 2021, She
entered the Kharkiv State Academy of Design and Art to study Photo Art and Visual Practice. She took first
place for Portrait Photography in the regional youth photography competition PIXEL. She moved to Lyon
because of the war is studying at the LNAM

Catherine Eaton Skinner illuminates the balance of opposites, reflecting mankind’s attempts at connection.
Between Seattle and Santa Fe studios, she concentrates on painting, encaustic, photography, printmaking and
sculpture. Highlighting her art - her monograph 108 (Radius Books) and 100+ publications. She has upcoming
solo exhibitions at the Hockaday Museum of Art and Branigan Cultural Center/Las Cruces Museum of Art and
previous 40+ solo and group exhibitions. Awards include U.S. Art in Embassies Program, Papua New Guinea
2020-2023 and Acclaimed Artists Series 2020-2022, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs. Corporate/
public collections: US Embassy Tokyo, Boeing Corporation and University of Washington/Seattle.
Laura Smith is disquieted by the conflicted relationship between humans, animals and technology. Through
sculptural processes and digital media, she attempts to think beyond the human and opens new ways of thinking
about animals. There is often an unspoken tension within her works that demands you to interpret and question her
subjects. Ultimately, Smith’s works are societal critiques with an undertone of optimism for a better world.
Lubov Stegnienko studied at the Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts in the Department of Graphic
Design Since 2015, she has been actively drawing illustrations for art and fashion magazines and brands. She
works in her own illustrative style, in collage technic, and develops as a photographer. She also creates scenery
for events, and posters for musical concerts, and makes packaging design and paints with acrylics.
Margarita Suliaeva is a visual artist who specializes in printing graphics, mainly on the lithography. She adores
this ancient technique for its ability to synthesize both cold steel and the power of a machine on the one hand
and living hot human blood on the other. Fantastic combination! And in general, the topic of oxymoronic
dissimilarity permeates all of Margarita›s work. She is participant of many All-Russian and worldwide exhibitions,
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